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1 Introduction
1.1

The Research Project

Brian Curson and I are al’Ka-mie and are currently doing practical
research into compositional approaches for dance; live onstage, within
state of the art digital virtual-environments (VEs). Curson is primarily
responsible for creating the 3D digital models used to define the VEs. He
also is responsible for creating, designing, or redesigning, and operating
the computer software that animates the 3D digital models used. I am
responsible for the live physical choreography of the performer,
performing, and the academic research.
These VEs often fill the entire stage forming an immersive experience for the
viewer and also form a moving film-like environment for the performer.
We believe combining virtual characters, props, and scenery with live dance
complements the metaphoric and abstract nature of the contemporary dance
idiom, while the virtual juxtaposes the physical and comments on the
contemporary human body in a digital technological culture.
Our Research
Our VEs are created within 3D computer modelling programs. These
environments contain a virtual camera, which defines the viewers’ perspective
within a scene. This camera’s view can be projected in real time upon a white
set. Live performers in the white set can appear to inhabit the VE. As the
camera travels, this creates an impression of the performer moving through the
VE and indeed the viewer may feel the same, as for cinema. The movement of
the camera appears to move the VE around the real performer and forms an
integral part of the choreography. Here we refer to this, as virtual choreography,
as opposed to the physical choreography of the performers. By relating the
physical with the virtual choreography, and by relating scene-to-scene we build
up a bigger sense of the diegetic world, that is, the fictional world created in
which the performers inhabit.
Our current research is the delineation of a set of compositional techniques that
allows dancers to appear to move within this diegetic world depicted by the VE
whereby both dancers and VEs are ‘in compositional balance’ with one another.
As secondary aims we are looking for techniques where the audience are
encouraged to suspend belief in the reality of what they are seeing and also to
create virtual choreography that enhances the physical choreography by moving
the perspective of the audience, and invoking the kinaesthetic response in the
viewer.
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The techniques we intend to describe should note how qualities of the physical
choreography, such as rhythm, dynamics and spatial orientation, could relate to
a similar range of qualities of the virtual choreography. For example, a viewer
seeing a dancer who remains in the centre of the stage compared with travelling
across the stage while the VE camera orbits may be more compelled to see the
dancer as immersed in the VE.

1.2

Theoretical Background

The concept of immersion is central to both the art of the theatre
and the new computer field of virtual reality or VR. It is a concept
that unites the two areas, making VR a powerful new tool in
scenography (Reaney, 1999, p183).
In al’Ka-mie’s work finding ways to ‘immerse’ the dancer within the VE
and the viewer in the theatrical experience is central to our artistic
process. When staging digital scenography for theatre Reaney, (1999)
noted that while strictly realistic digital scenography immersed the actors
more easily than more expressive metaphoric digital scenography, the
more expressive scenography appeared to engage or immerse the
viewer more. One of the questions we are asking is: is one necessarily
sacrificed for the other or as dance is more abstract and metaphoric will
this contradiction evaporate? Further, Reaney’s scenography favoured
elaborate details of imagery rather than animation or travelling through a
model as is our intention.
This sense of ‘immersion’ could be a function of sensing ‘presence’. That
is whether the dancer is perceived as ‘present’ within a VE or whether the
viewer has shifted their sense of ‘presence’ to within the diegetic world of
the performance. There is a growing interest particularly by theorists of
VR to explore the concept of ‘presence’ (see Presence-Research, 2003,
online). In relation to the search for a fully immersive experience of VR
Biocca suggests:
Most commonly the psychological effects or goals of progressive
embodiment can be expressed as various forms of what is called
presence.(1997, p16).
Our understanding of a thing being present comes through our senses.
The presence of the real, especially dance (Parviainen, 2002) has a
strong kinaesthetic element as well as visual . But, the sensing of the
virtual as present, has to date usually been done primarily through our
visual perception (Idhe, 2002). I believe that by animating the VE
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onstage, the viewer is encouraged to have a kinaesthetic sense of the
virtual as well as visual. This allows the dancer and VE to appear more
integrated to the viewer, while simultaneously drawing the viewer into the
diegetic world as in cinema. However as mentioned above, Reaney found
that creating realistic digital imagery where the performer is viewed as
present within a diegetic world and that enticing the viewer into the
diegetic world required contrary techniques onstage. But Reaney did not
use animated scenery and nor did he use dance, both of which we are
using. We believe that both may be simultaneously possible. We hope to
further elucidate the viewer’s sensing of presence and immersion in both
the virtual and the theatrical realms through our artistic practical research.
From this work we intend to critically reflect on current theory of these two
concepts.

1.3

Other Similar Digital Dance

My research into the field of digital dance, shows that internationally several
other dance companies have worked with virtual scenography. However, we
believe that al’Ka-mie’s approach to VEs in performance are unique because
the other companies’ VEs tend to be either:
•

body centred, whether projection of video or motion capture or
projection of imagery directly onto bodies.
e.g. 4Dart’s Anima (2002) and Orfeo (1998) and Grand Hôtel des
Étrangers.(1996); Company in Space’s, CO2, (2002); Palindrome’s
Trek - Mobile Days (2000), Si je tens parlais, il s'envolerait…
(2000); Troika Ranch, Future of Memory (2003) Reine Rien (2001)
The Chemical Wedding of Christian Rosenkreutz (2000), Vera’s
Body (1998); Igloo’s Winterspace (2003) Viking Shoppers (2000);
and Obermaier, K. and Haring, C.’s D.A.V.E. (2002, 2000).

•

Or 2D digital imagery (i.e. derived from film/video or 2D digital art and
not 3D modelled environments):
e.g. Carol Brown Company’s Machine for Living (2002);
Kunstwerkblend’s Trans/forms (2003); Palindrome (2003, see
website); Random Dance Company’s, The Millenarium (1998) and,
Nemesis (2002); Parques Majeures’ 10Jonctions&’ (2003) and
Cunningham’s, Biped (2000, De Spain, 2000).

Moving within a VE (through a 3D model), and jumping between different
perspectives as is done in film with editing does not appear to have been tried
by other dance companies.
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1.4

Al’Kamie’s Previous Work

To date, as al’Ka-mie, we have created two pieces with VEs, NT_001454 (2001)
and Rivan (2002). NT_001454 and Rivan both had artistic problems, the
physical choreography and virtual choreography did not relate clearly and the
dancers did not appear to inhabit the VEs. Although each piece exhibited some
successes that suggested to us that, a successful relationship between virtual
and physical choreography might not be a simple literal one.

2 Methods
2.1

The VEs

The VEs used by al’Ka-mie are created using a mixture of 3D modelling, real-life
footage, 2D photos and compositing. Curson creates and customises both
hardware and software to suit our requirements. The final VE scenes are
projected onto white set (cyc, free-standing screens, floor, and props) to create
a virtual environment in 3D.

2.2

The Parameters and Methodologies Involved

In order to delineate through practical research, a set of physical and virtual
compositional techniques, which allow a balanced relationship between the
dancer and the VE, we first needed to define the variables and parameters
involved.
The three variables we have been working with during this first stage of our
research are: the dancing (usually performed by either Brian or myself); the 3D
VE model; and the music. Most of the dance was structured improvisation as we
desired to promote a live ongoing dialogue between the dancing and the
movement of the VE. Currently we are working with 8 initial trial 3D models,
sourced from the Internet and our previous projects: The Temple, Aphrodite,
Spaces, The Maze, The Stairs, The Flying Eyebird, The Graveyard, and
Geometric Shapes. We were aware that different music might affect our results
and used a wide range of music.
We delineated the types of movements possible of both dancer and model in
relation to the stage space or viewer, focussing particularly on different aspects
of movement in space or time. From this understanding of the potential temporal
and spatial movement we outlined experiments, which explored simple
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relationships between the movements of dancer and VE model. We intend to
investigate more complex relationships, in 2004.
The results of our practical research are artistically critically reflected upon
(Janesick, 2000, Wayne, 2001) and recorded in journals and video.

2.2.1 The Metamorphosing Research Process
Our research process is changing continuously. As our technical hardware and
software change, our research possibilities develop and broaden. We have
allowed our reflection upon our results to effect our subsequent practical
research. Learning to control the movement of the VE has affected our dance
improvisation. We have ‘discovered some interesting relationships between the
dancer and model by following our artistic intuition. Thus in line with Claxton’s
(1998) review of creativity, we have allowed our research, while underpinned
with theory and structured experiment, to be increasingly subjectively directed
by our intuitive artistic choices.

2.3

Video Overlay System

In May 2003 we started to develop the Video Overlay System. This system
uses a digital camera to capture video of a dancer direct onto a laptop, without
requiring a backing blue screen. Any background image captured can be
replaced with any other chosen background image; usually a 3D model. This
can be done in real time with an operator manipulating the digital camera’s
trajectory within the model via joystick (in relation to the live dance). Alternatively
the captured dance-only video can be saved and replayed against different
models. In addition, the movement of the VE controlled by the joysticks can also
be recorded, edited and replayed. This system allows us to research the
intricate relationship between VE and physical choreography, at home without
time consuming full stage set-ups. Thus we were able to conduct much
preliminary research that guided us to being more efficient when we did conduct
live full-stage research.

2.4

The ‘Full Stage’ Set-up

Two nights per month we conduct the research with a full-stage set-up:
white cyc, floor, lights, and computer. Some of the video overlay
experiments are repeated to discern how reliable and valuable they are in
directing our full stage research and further experiments are conducted
based on our video-overlay results.
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3 Results
3.1

The ‘Video Overlay’

The Video Overlay system helped us define methods of moving the VE in
relation to the dancer. The results will be discussed as part of our results for the
Full Stage Set-up.

3.2

The ‘Full Stage’

The Video Overlay research gave us a direction to explore but the full stage
set-up exhibited differences, which are significant to our research imperative
as:
•
•
•
•
•

The dancer stands out more giving a greater impression of not
belonging to the VE.
This is particularly evident when the dancer is in contrasting
coloured costume to the VE.
There is less perspective change of the dancer as she moves.
The VE looks very flat when there are no objects to reference the
perspective, especially on the sides or in front of stage.
The dancer disappears easily with dark backgrounds and so
needs lights although this disappearance could be made use of.

We kept these differences in mind when interpreting the video overlay results
and when deciding which experiments to do during the subsequent full stage
set-up.
Some general findings of the full stage set-up were:
•

SPACE: Realistic VE Movement The VE can be moved in
different ways. The most obvious way is a logical representation of
real life where the virtual acts as though it adheres to the natural
physical laws (gravity is simulated and objects remain the same
size etc).
o The VE moving against the dancer’s spatial direction.
We believe that this gives the impression for the viewer of
being drawn into dancer’s physical experience.
o The VE moving with the dancer’s spatial direction. We
believe that this gives the impression for the viewer of a
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sense of their own spatial movement being consonant with
that of the dancer.
o The VE Orbiting the dancer. If physical movement is
relatively ‘on-the-spot’ then the camera can orbit around the
location of the dancer and maintain the illusion of spatial
consistency.
•

Abstract. The VE choreography can be moved nonrealistically, a dance which leads to strong metaphoric statements.
o Scale can be varied. The VE can appear to grow or shrink
around the performers as the virtual camera zooms into or
away from the VE model.
o Impossible feats with objects e.g.Through Objects. The
dancer can appear to have “moved” through virtual objects,
and walls.
o Flying. The VE may move around the dancer producing the
illusion of flight
o Orientation. A virtual scene could roll from left to right
suggesting stationary performers are leaning forward and
backward.

•

TIME
o Rhythm: The VE choreography can relate to the dancer’s
rhythmic pattern. This can be mediated through the music.
o Dynamic. The VE choreography can relate dynamically to
the dancer i.e. quality of movement. This can be mediated
through the music.

•

BODY PARTS
o The virtual space could move in relation to specific body
parts, e.g. the VE model could appear to ascend as a
performer lifts just her hand or be pushed sideways as a
performer kicks a leg in that direction.
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•

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
o When the dancer does ‘pedestrian’ movement the
medium is less forgiving and we perceive the dancer as
‘standing out’ from the VE more easily as compared to
when the dancer 'dances' in the latter instance the viewer’s
belief is more easily suspended;.
o It is not necessary that the VE and dancer directly
mirror each other in any one defined relationship, rather
more that a change in one is sympathetically related to, by
a change in the other.
o When the VE stops moving, an almost ‘empty’ feeling is
experienced, there can be a sense of loss of connection
between dancer and VE or the viewer’s kinaesthetic sense
is no longer engaged and this can make an effective
statement. However care needs to be taken that a sudden
loss in ‘suspension of belief’ does not occur unless that is
desired;
o When the dancer exits briefly the VE can move freely to
re-orientate for the next entrance, or be ‘danced’ in its own
right.
o The specific 3D model affects the relationship between
the dancer and the VE choreography. e.g. The Temple
model is effective when the VE choreography is working
with realistic spatial interpretation while the Stairs model is
very effectively moved to achieve a more abstract visual
effect.

4 Discussion
We have defined various techniques, that is relationships between the virtual
choreography and the physical choreography, and their effects on the viewer’s
perspective. These techniques were designated as successful if they satisfied
one or more of our aims of this research:
1.to place the live dancer within the VE,
2. to find compositional balance between dancer and VE;
3. to enhance the viewer’s kinaesthetic sensation from the dance in the moving
VE.
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Overall we concluded that:
There did seem a need for a defined relationship between VE and dancer as
moving the VE randomly did not work, within the research remit,
However, it became apparent, from an artistic perspective, that the VE and
dancer’s movements could relate effectively in a wider range of possibilities than
we had initially anticipated. Our current inferences from the results of our first
two months of experimentation are that:
•

The relationship between dancer and VE movement works best
when there is a ‘readable’ metaphor suggested.

•

Moving the VE could genuinely heighten the viewer’s experience
of the physical dance and not necessarily movement that logically
emphasised the dancer’s movement. For example, some
successful movement of the VE took it on trajectories directly in
contrast to the dancer’s movement and through this gave the
viewer a feeling of moving as the perspective changed.

We believe that, as viewers of film we are so familiar with being “flown” around
to perspectives, which a single viewer would not usually be able to accomplish,
that we now expect movement of the environment.

4.1

Digital Philosophy And The Meaning Of ‘Presence’

As yet we have not delved deeply enough into this practical artistic research to
comment on its implications for the concepts of presence or immersion.

5 Conclusion
Overall we are learning that this medium of live dance within digital scenography
or VEs can utilise techniques, which do not emulate real life but have
characteristics derived directly from the digital medium, and these can be used
to generate effective artistic statements in their own right. There can be a very
intimate relationship between the virtual and physical choreography, which has
a power of its own to touch and resonate with the viewer. We are only at the
beginning of our research.
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6 Audience Discussion
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4D Art, Grand Hôtel des Étrangers (1996), Orfeo (1998), Pôles (1997) (all from website)

Troika Ranch, The Future of Memory (2003), Vera’s Body (1998), Riene Rien (2001)
(all from website)

Igloo, Viking Shoppers (2000), Winterspace (2003)
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Company In Space, from website (2003)

Chris Haring and Klaus Obermaier, D.A.V.E. (2002)

Carol Brown Dance Company, Machine For Living (2002) (from website)
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Palindrome, (from website )
Trek - Mobile Days (2000), Si je tens parlais, il s'envolerait… (2002)

Parques Majeures, 10Jonctions&’ (2003) (from website)

Random Dance Company (from website, 2003)
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